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Listening to the Woods in the Rain.    

As the rain trickling down through the canopy of the forest,  

 I place my hand against the rough bark.  

Though the cool peacefulness of it envelopes me,  

My numb fingers trace the lines marking the surface.  

Too soon I am too cold to listen to the rain in the woods.  

Walking to the woodshed, then the house, I whisper goodnight to 

the tree,  

And hope tomorrow will be warmer, so I can be with the tree longer,  

 

By Sydney Pfeiffer 
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 12 Things About “Me”  

I’m like a penguin in the Arctic, always so frigid. 

Ice cold, but getting warmer throughout my life. 

I’m starting to melt it must be the end. 

I have a melt down and I start to cry. 

When my friend cries, I grow and become beautiful. 

I boil and boil all day long, but kids seem to love me. 

Kids love me too but I am a furnace consuming all that dare to enter. 

Some kids may love me, some may not, but hey, I’m still a little hot. 

I’m an ice cube tray, filled with water and put in to freeze. 

I’m chilling to the touch but before I pass on, I give out candy… and scare people. 

I hate my life, because just as I’m about to die… people EAT ME! 

I am bitterly cold but before I freeze, I give presents to everyone! 

 

By: Yale Smith 
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☯DIRT BIKE POEM☯ 

WHEN YOU DIRT BIKE YOU HAVE TO WEAR A HELMET.  

YOU ALSO HAVE TO WEAR BOOTS,  

GLOVES AND A  

CHEST PROTECTOR  

SO IF YOU FALL YOU DON’T GET HURT. 

WHEN YOU FALL IT HURTS A LITTLE  

DEPENDING ON THE WAY YOU FALL  

BUT THE GOOD THING IS IT DOESN’T HURT  

FOR ALONG TIME. 

WHEN YOU FALL  

THIS GUY WAVES  

A YELLOW FLAG   

WHICH TELLS PEOPLE TO  

SLOW DOWN  

SO THAT THEY DON’T  

HIT YOU  

BECAUSE IF THEY HIT YOU  

IT HURTS  

MORE  

WHEN YOU FELL. 

SOMETIMES THE GUY WAVES THE FLAG  

PEOPLE DON’T ALWAYS SEE YOU  

OR THE FLAG  
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SO  THEY DON’T  

SLOW DOWN  

AND COME AT YOU AS FAST AS THEY CAN  

AND ITS HARD  

TO GET  

OUT OF THE WAY. 

SO IF AT ALL POSSIBLE  

GET OUT OF THE WAY  

AND SAVE YOUR OWN LIFE. 

By: Jacob Melton 
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The One 

I sit staring at the field, 

Watch 

The ball fly 

I wait  

For the sound of  

Shoulder pads 

Hitting 

Shoulder pads  

Then I hear it  

The beautiful sound 

Then 

The whistle the sound of sweet relief  

The one of a kind pass, 

The one of a kind play, 

The sack, 

The hand off, 

The names of 

A One of a Kind Offence.A One of a Kind Offence.A One of a Kind Offence.A One of a Kind Offence.    

All this and so much more, 

So here I sit staring at the field 

Watching  

The ball fly  

Watching 

The One of a Kind Offense. The One of a Kind Offense. The One of a Kind Offense. The One of a Kind Offense.                     By Tiffany EbersoleBy Tiffany EbersoleBy Tiffany EbersoleBy Tiffany Ebersole    
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Alone 

Alone,  

I lay on my bed. 

Crying over a part of me, 

That is lost forever. 

A wave of pain washes through me, 

Ripping me like claws, 

Tearing me apart from the inside out. 

Once happy memories, 

Now torment me. 

I am alone. 

No one can see the pain I’m in. 

No one can help me. 

They don’t understand. 

So I’m left to face this pain, 

This agonizing torture, 

Alone. 

 

By Taylor Erb    
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Heaven and Hell 

Hell is for those who don’t believe, 

Heaven is for those who believe, 

Hell has the Devil, 

Heaven has Christ, 

Hell has demons, 

Heaven has angels, 

Hell is for those who don’t believe and are so evil they are banished to 
eternal suffering, 

Heaven is for those who have sinned and have repented for eternal life and 
believe in Christ Jesus, 

Hell,  

Land of the condemned, 

Heaven, 

Land of the Holy, 

Fiery demonic chains will meet you in Hell, 

God will greet you with mercy in Heaven,  

Which side will you chose. 

By Zach Lee 
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Even Good Dreams Go Bad 

 

Its quiet I lay in my bed,  

my mind has all of a sudden gone blank,  

I fell asleep in my dream my surroundings are blank  

and as white as snow this has started out as a nice dream  

except I run  all over the place  

I don’t find anything,  

this time my dream has gone blank  

there is no way out I feel like a helpless caged up bird  

the weather it feels like there is no weather its very strange,  

seconds later I hear a voice  

for every step away from it I take the voice gets stronger  

when I try to step closer to the voice it gets even stronger than before  

I am terrified I am screaming I need help the world i-its getting darker  

and darker I’ve woken up I’m am sweating  

I hope I never have to go through that again. 

 

 

 

-Jordan Erfourth 
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IT’S OVER 

I started because I loved you  

and  you loved me. 

It wasn’t a hope  

it wasn’t a dream it was love. 

But now it’s over. 

 

I was cared for  

and now hated. 

I was always mad but  

now happy. 

I was glad you were there. 

But now its over. 

 

I was loved but now feared. 

I was happy but now sad  

about writing this. 

It’s hard to swallow the pain of hurt 

any longer. 

I can’t take it anymore. 

But now its over. 
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I can’t trust myself and 

you expect me to trust you. 

I am glad of life it gives me 

fear and challenges. 

It makes life worth living. 

But now its over 

and so am I. 

 

By Jeremy Olson 
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Colors 

There are all types of colors, 

Green, Pink, Purple, Blue, and Red 

For me all the colors seem dead. 

Here’s a story that explains the colors, 

Some are neon and some are vibrant, 

But none of them are as cool as me. 

 

By Aubrey Glover 
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A Friend 

 

Friends are people that are there for you, 

That you like to play with and hangout too. 

Friends are there for you in a time of need, a friend you count on is a friend in 

deed. 

You can spend the night, 

Barely get into a fight. 

A friend should always be there for you, 

Through rough, tough and stuff you hate to do. 

You and a friend should always have fun, 

Talking all night, relaxing or shooting a BB gun. 

Most of all what a friend should do best, 

 Are cheering you up when a time you are depressed. 

The one friend that should be above the rest, 

 is the one above that loves you best 

 

By Tyler Claar 
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Spiders 

Stupid and gross…spiders 

Punkey and scary..spiders 

Icky and too many legs…spiders 

Dark and mysterious…spiders 

Ewww get away from me!...spiders 

Red, evil eyes…spiders 

Scary, scary, scary spiders. 
 

By Taylor Large 
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]ÉâÜÇxçá àÉ `t~x]ÉâÜÇxçá àÉ `t~x]ÉâÜÇxçá àÉ `t~x]ÉâÜÇxçá àÉ `t~x    

Black, sleek, Cool as water, 

And as flowing, too 

As I wander through the forest 

A moving shadow, fresh and new 

Dark as night, my paws pad softly 

Through crunchy leaves and over fences, 

All wet and moist with dew 

 

The gathering clouds bring a heavy warning 

To find a home, a shelter 

I leap a fence, with no regrets 

I continue on my journey 

 

it seemed the whole world was chilled and sodden 

the sky, dark and oppressive 

all odds against me 

as I jumped one last fence 

scratched at a door, and 

collapsed on the step 

and slept 

 

I awoke beside a cozy blaze 
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The life here is soft, 

The food here is good, 

But that’s not why I’m running away 

I’ve got a cat’s reasons 

I wish I could stay, except 

 

I’ve got journeys to make 

Risks to take 

as I continue by full moon’s glow 

 

back to wander through the forest 

moving shadow, fresh and new 

black, sleek, cool as water 

and as flowing, too 

 

as I’m on this traverse,  

my lifelong journey,  

Look for me 

I may stop for you. 

 

By Emily Allison 
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My First 3pter of the Season 

It was 5
th

 Grade 

It was at home against Jackson Home School 

T.C dribbled up the ball up the court 

He passed it to me 

I was open 

No one was guarding me 

I step up  

Take the 3 

Mr. Klotz yells out “Nooooooooo!” 

The ball swishes through 

Mr. Klotz just shook his head  

T.C attacked me in happiness being glad for me 

But we still lost the game though 

But at least I got a 3pter  

 

By Kyle Dimitry 
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Solitude 
My sanctuary, 

My crying place, 

My laughing place, 

The place I go to be alone, 

Small as a speck  

Or as big as the world, 

When I’ve got that moody mood, 

I’ll go and sit 

In solitude. 

 

By: Lauren Genthner 
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   The Towering Trees Above Me 

The wind blows across the land, 

sending chills down my spine. 

Pillars, of chocolate brown surrounding me. 

Their messengers, hiding away from me. 

Their orange, red, and yellow cloaks blocking their faces, 

As they whisper sweet secrets to one another. 

The wind, once again, blows through the towers, 

Only this time the messengers fling themselves toward the ground. 

  Making spirals of fall colors, from their cloaks. 

Green chains wrap themselves around my arms, 

As I lay on the damp ground. 

The messengers land silently, 

Making pools of brilliant colors around me. 

I lay quietly, on the soft ground. 

My imagination overcoming me. 

 

By Lindsay Holeso 
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Time  
Time, it’s so weird. 

When you score the wining goal it’s gone in a flash. 

If you have detention it never moves. 

Time, 

It’s a spectacular thing. 

We will never understand how the earth rotates. 

To create the wonder of   

Time, why it drags on in a boring lecture. 

Or why it’s like a cheetah at a party trying to catch. 

Time, 

It must live like a human. 

It must have learned to hate. 

This thing must not love. 

Time, 

It’s a whole new mystery waiting to be explored. 

Time,  

It’s the most peculiar thing alive… 

If it is. 

-Tyler Schultz 
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A Dark Cave 
In a dark cave I am lost  

I sense someone following me 

Could it be a bear a fox a wolf?  

Wandering around like a ghost lingering to attack 

I look back but see nothing  

I stop for the night 

I hear rustling behind me  

I spin around and out of the darkness emerges a shadow 

It starts to glow  

And shows the way to the light 

 

By: Katie Adams 
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Seasons 

Seasons, 

each one a different feel, 

one so  

Frigid, 

White,  

and Still. 

Another, oh so hot, 

 the sun scorching down. 

Now don’t forget, the one with colors so vivid 

redyelloworange or 

spring with its flowers, fresh scents, and a rainbow of colors. 

Seasons each one a different feel. 

 

Chloe Childs 

 

 


